1. Prior to class, pick a theme for your 2 page website:

- All about me (& my family, too)
- Let me tell you about my hobby...
- My favorite food & recipe
- Vacation Story
- Work! Work! Work!
- 😊 NEIU!

2. Bring to class (NOTE: You will not have class lab time to create content!):

- 3-6 image files saved on your USB drive to support your theme choice.
- 2-4 paragraphs of text content saved on your USB drive to describe your theme choice.

3. In class, build two web pages meeting the following specs during lab time:

- main page must be saved as: index.html
- additional page must be saved as: page2.html
- each page must have a unique “title” using title tag based on your theme and the individual page content in head of document: <title> insert your text here </title>
- each page must have at least one heading
  <h1>All about ME!</h1>
  Note! Headings can have a value from 1 (largest) to 6 (smallest).
- each page must have at least one image
  <img src="filename.ext" width="___px" height="___px" alt="pic of " style="float:right;margin-left:20px; margin-bottom:20px;" />
- each page must have text content enclosed within paragraph tags
  <p> insert text </p>
  Note! Ask me about special symbols.
- both pages must have hyperlink access to the other
  <a href="page2.html">go to page 2</a>
  <a href="index.html">Back to my home page</a>
- body color must not be white (default color)
  <body style="background-color:#000000;"/>
  Note! 000000 is black – you can choose any value 0-9 & A-F to place in each of the 6 place holders. More details on rgb color values in class.

4. Deliverables:

- screen shot of browser window for each of your .html files
- source code file for each of your .html files